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Abstract—We study motion compensated fine granular scalable (MC-FGS) video transmission over multiinput multioutput
(MIMO) wireless channels applicable to video streaming, where
leaky and partial prediction schemes are applied in the enhancement layer of MC-FGS to exploit the tradeoff between error
propagation and coding efficiency. For reliable transmission, we
propose unequal error protection (UEP) by considering a tradeoff
between reliability and data rates, which are controlled by
forward error correction and MIMO mode selection to minimize
the average distortion. In a high Doppler environment, where
it is hard to get an accurate channel estimate, we investigate
the performance of the proposed MC-FGS video transmission
scheme with joint control of both the leaky and partial prediction
parameters, and the UEP. In a slow fading channel, where the
channel throughput can be estimated at the transmitter, adaptive
control of prediction parameters is considered.
Index Terms—Error resilience, motion compensation, scalable
video transmission, source-channel adaptation.

I. Introduction

R

ECENTLY, the transmission of multimedia over wireless
channels has been in high demand. However, due to
the high error probability and fluctuating channel bandwidth
in a high Doppler environment, it becomes challenging to
maintain the quality of service when a multimedia stream is
transmitted over a wireless channel. Fine granularity scalable
(FGS) video coding is suitable for mobile users with variable
channel bandwidth, since it makes decoding possible even
in the case of partial loss of the bitstream, where the FGS
bitstream is encoded in a progressive manner. For example, in
MPEG-4 FGS video coding, the base layer (BL) contains the
most important information, such as coding modes and motion
vectors. A scalable enhancement layer (EL) is generated using
bit-plane coding on the DCT coefficients. When the BL is
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transmitted reliably, the scalable EL bitstream can be decoded,
even though it is truncated at any point.
In motion compensated prediction (MCP) of conventional
MPEG-4 FGS coding, the current BL and EL are only predicted from the BL of the previous frame. By excluding the
EL from the MCP loop, MPEG-4 FGS coding can avoid error
propagation which can be caused by the corruption of the EL.
However, this can decrease the coding efficiency due to the use
of a low quality reference frame. To enhance the compression
efficiency, motion compensated fine granularity scalable (MCFGS) coding was proposed in [1]. In this video coding scheme,
a high quality reference is generated using the EL as well as
the BL, which allows the system to achieve a high coding efficiency. However, the loss of the EL can result in severe error
propagation, since there can be a mismatch (drift) between the
reconstructed references at the encoder and the decoder.
In [2], progressive FGS (PFGS) was introduced to improve
the coding efficiency and alleviate error propagation simultaneously. For higher coding efficiency, PFGS uses a separate
prediction loop that contains a high quality reference frame
in the encoding of the EL video. In order to address the drift
problem, PFGS keeps a prediction path from the BL to the
least significant bitplanes of the EL across several frames to
ensure graceful recovery from errors over a few frames. Robust
FGS (RFGS) [3] uses a different approach to control the tradeoff between the coding efficiency and the error propagation,
where the two distinct parameters of leaky and partial prediction are used jointly. UEP can also be used to enhance the
error resilience of MC-FGS by reducing the loss probability of
the EL to be used for the reconstruction of the reference. As in
[4], different numbers of parity bits are allocated to the packets
of the EL according to their impact on average distortion.
To enable reliable transmission of video over wireless
channel, MIMO has been widely considered. In [5], the
authors studied joint source-channel coding for video transmission over a MIMO channel in the context of a diversitymultiplexing tradeoff for the MIMO and compression-error
resilience tradeoff for the video coding. Another approach for
video transmission over MIMO with loss-aware rate distortion
algorithm has introduced in [6]. In [7], Holliday proposed
a framework for optimizing the tradeoff between diversity,
multiplexing and delay in the transmission of video over a
MIMO channel.
In this paper, we study the transmission of an MC-FGS
bitstream over a MIMO channel with joint control of the
UEP and the prediction parameters. Specifically, we propose a
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Fig. 1.

Motion compensated FGS coder with leaky and partial prediction [4].

UEP policy consisting of FEC and MIMO mode selection to
exploit the fundamental tradeoff between spatial diversity and
multiplexing. In the MIMO mode selection, we consider
spatial multiplexing to provide high data rates, spatial diversity
which guarantees high reliability, and a hybrid mode based
on double space time transmit diversity [8]. Note that finer
control of the multiplexing-diversity tradeoff, such as diversity embedding space-time coding [9], can be also applied.
Originally, the idea of combining cooperative diversity gain
with UEP for a progressive image bitstream was proposed by
Kwasinski in [10], where additional diversity was applied to
high priority packets. We extend this to a MIMO system which
can provide higher diversity orders. That is, for each packet,
we choose an appropriate MIMO mode and FEC code rate to
minimize average distortion.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, the source and channel models are described. The UEP
scheme, based on a tradeoff between reliability and data
rate, is proposed in Section III. In Section IV, we provide
simulation results and a discussion regarding the selection of
the prediction parameters based on the instantaneous channel
information which can be fed back to the transmitter. Finally,
in Section V, conclusions are presented.

II. System Model
A. Source Model
We consider an MC-FGS video coder employing leaky and
partial prediction, as introduced in [3] and [4]. In conventional
MC-FGS video coding, both the BL and EL are used to
reconstruct a high-quality reference. However, this can result
in error propagation. To compensate for the error propagation,
RFGS introduced leaky prediction as presented in Fig. 1,
where the EL is scaled by the leaky prediction parameter,
α ∈ [0, 1], before it is incorporated into the MCP loop. That is,
at the encoder, the reference for the prediction of the current
EL at time n, F̂nEL,enc , is a weighted sum of the previous BL,
BL
EL
Fn−1
and EL, Fn−1
, i.e., [4]
BL
EL
F̂nEL,enc = (1 − α)Fn−1
+ αFn−1
.

(1)

Therefore, if the leaky prediction parameter is set to 0, the
scheme becomes the MPEG-4 FGS video coding, where the
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EL is entirely excluded from the MCP loop. In contrast, if the
leaky prediction parameter is fixed at unity, then it works as
MC-FGS video coding. However, by choosing the parameter
less than unity, the effect of error propagation can be reduced
at the price of coding efficiency.
In partial prediction, the encoder designates the amount of
the EL to be used for the reconstruction of the reference frame
in the MCP loop. For example, the encoder could designate the
number of bitplanes to be used. By including more bitplanes
of the EL into the MCP loop, better coding efficiency can
be achieved. However, if the instantaneous channel bandwidth
cannot support the number of bitplanes used in the MCP
loop, then it can result in error propagation. Therefore, the
partial prediction parameter needs to be chosen based on
knowledge of the channel bandwidth. In this paper, we allow
an arbitrary number of symbols in the EL bitstream to be
used in the MCP loop. Because the EL of MC-FGS coding
can be truncated at any point, we do not need to operate
with the coarse granularity of whole bitplanes, but can operate
with the fine granularity of individual symbols. We define the
partial prediction parameter, β, to be the ratio of the number
of EL symbols used for MCP and the maximum number of
EL symbols for that frame. Then, (1) can be represented as
EL,β

BL
+ αFn−1
F̂nEL,enc,β = (1 − α)Fn−1

(2)

where F̂nEL,enc,β is the reference for the prediction of the
EL,β
current EL with partial prediction, and Fn−1 is the partially
reconstructed EL of the previous frame at the encoder.
B. Channel Model
In this paper, we assume an Mr × Mt wireless MIMO
channel, where Mr and Mt represent the number of receive
and transmit antennas, respectively. Assuming perfect matched
filter reception, we can use the following discrete-time channel
model:
r[l] = H[l]s[l] + n[l]

(3)

where r[l] represents Mr × 1 received signal vector, s[l] is
Mt × 1 transmitted signal vector, and n[l] is Mr × 1 independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) additive Gaussian
noise vector for the lth symbol. H[l] is the Mr × Mt MIMO
channel coefficients matrix, whose elements are i.i.d. zeromean complex Gaussian random variables with variance σh2 .
We consider a high Doppler environment, which results in
rapidly time-varying channels. Given the Doppler spread, to
model the channel estimation error, we consider the following
system:
1) pilot symbol assisted modulation (PSAM); [11]
2) orthogonal pilot symbols for each transmit antenna;
3) channel estimation using the K nearest pilot samples in
conjunction with a Wiener filter.
If we denote the estimation error of the channel from the
jth transmit antenna to the ith receive antenna by εij [l], then it
can be modeled as a complex Gaussian random variable, and
its variance, σε2 [l], can be expressed as [11]
σε2 [l] = 1 − w† [l]R−1 w[l]

(4)
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der the constraint of the fixed total transmit power, spatial
multiplexing assigns less energy per bit compared to spatial
diversity.
3) Hybrid Mode: We consider the hybrid mode to have
twice the data rate and half the diversity order, as compared
to the spatial diversity mode. For the purpose of simulation, we
implement Double Space Time Transmit Diversity (D-STTD),
as proposed in [8].

III. Unequal Error Protection with FEC and
MIMO Mode Selection

Fig. 2.

Packetization of the MC-FGS enhancement layer.

where R represents the K × K autocorrelation matrix of the
nearest K received pilot samples, w[l] is the K × 1 crosscovariance vector between the received pilot samples and
hij [l], and we assume σh2 = 1. Note that w[l] and R are
dependent on the pilot signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), Doppler
spread, and pilot spacing. In this paper, we assume that the
pilot SNR and its spacing are selected to be equal to the data
symbol SNR and the channel coherence time, respectively.
Following the assumption that all MIMO channels are
independent, channel estimation errors in the MIMO system
can be modeled as a matrix consisting of i.i.d. complex
Gaussian random variables with the variance of (4). To maximize the signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR) under
the condition of imperfect channel estimation, we consider
the modified minimum-mean-squared-error (MMSE) detection
scheme proposed in [12]. We assume BPSK modulation,
and that N packets, whose size is fixed at m symbols, are
allocated to a frame of the FGS enhancement layer bitstream,
as presented in Fig. 2. Note that each packet is protected by
FEC. For the transmission of the packet, we choose either
spatial diversity, spatial multiplexing or a hybrid of the two.
We have a total transmit power constraint to make the system
consume a constant power for any selection of MIMO modes.
The specific MIMO mode (multiplexing, diversity, hybrid)
is chosen at the transmitter on a packet by packet basis in
order to minimize distortion. The selection of UEP and MIMO
mode per packet is performed at the transmitter because the
source statistics and encoder characteristics are known and are
based on the average channel gain. The following three MIMO
modes described below are considered in this paper.
1) Spatial Diversity: Spatial diversity is achieved by
transmitting and receiving symbol streams with the same information content through multiple transmit and receive antennas.
There are various ways to implement spatial diversity, but
quasiorthogonal space time block coding (QOSTBC) [13] is
considered in this paper.
2) Spatial Multiplexing: Spatial multiplexing makes it
possible to increase the transmission rate proportional to
min(Mt , Mr ) without allocating additional bandwidth or transmit power [14]. Spatial multiplexing can be achieved by
transmitting different data streams through multiple transmit
antennas over independently fading channels. However, un-

In this section, we investigate how to find a UEP policy
for minimizing the average distortion by choosing the FEC
code rate and the appropriate MIMO mode in a fast varying
channel. We assume that N fixed size packets are available
for the transmission of the FGS enhancement layer in a frame,
where the packet length is equal to the duration of m symbols.
For the ith packet, the channel code rate and MIMO mode are
denoted ri and φi , respectively, where ri is chosen from the
possible channel code rate set and φi represents one of the
MIMO modes. If we denote the packet error rate of the ith
packet by pi (ri , φi ), then the probability that the first k packets
are received successfully and the first packet error happens at
packet (k + 1) is
πk  Pr(first packet error occurs at packet
⎧
p1 (r1 , φ1 ),
⎪
⎪
⎪
k
⎪

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ (1 − pj (rj , φj ))pk+1 (rk+1 , φk+1 ),
= j=1
⎪
⎪
N
⎪

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ (1 − pj (rj , φj )),

k+1)
k=0
0<k<N
(5)
k=N.

j=1

When the first k packets are successfully received, 
the number
k
of information bits available at the receiver is
j=1 rj Mj ,
where Mj represents the total number of symbols in the jth
packet, which is determined by the MIMO mode. Assume that
the rate-distortion function of the source input is available at
the transmitter. Then, the average distortion, E[D(α, β)], can
be computed as
E[D(α, β)] = D(0, α, β)π0 +

N

k=1

D(

k


rj Mj , α, β)πk ,

(6)

j=1

where α and β are the leaky and partial prediction parameters,
respectively, and D(R, α, β) is the distortion of the decoded
MC-FGS video when the entire base layer and R bits of
enhancement layer are received successfully.
At this point, we focus on the choice of r = [r1 , r2 , . . . , rN ]
and φ = [φ1 , φ2 , . . . , φN ] for minimizing E[D(α, β)], given
α and β. In [15], the authors proposed a local search algorithm to get a suboptimal distortion-minimizing UEP policy
when the length of the channel codeword is fixed. By using
this algorithm, we can get a suboptimal rate allocation and
MIMO mode selection to transmit the FGS enhancement layer
bitstream. To do this, we define the effective code rate, si ,
as the ratio of the number of information symbols to the
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TABLE I
Symbol Definitions

Original/reconstructed frame
BL reconstructed frame
Original EL residue
Reconstructed EL residue
Partially reconstructed EL residue
High quality reference frame
Partially reconstructed frame

Fig. 3. UEP policy and MIMO mode selection for the Foreman sequence
where α = 1.0 and β = 0.15. Total transmit signal to noise power ratio is
fixed at 8 dB.

maximum number of transmitted symbols in a packet, where
the maximum number of transmitted symbols is defined as that
in a packet where spatial multiplexing is used. For example,
in a 4 × 4 MIMO system, 4 × m symbols can be transmitted
with spatial multiplexing. Then, the effective code rate of the
ith packet, si , is given by
⎧
⎨ri /4, if spatial diversity is used
si = ri /2, if hybrid mode is used
⎩
ri ,
if spatial multiplexing is used.
The computational complexity of finding s
=
[s1 , s2 , s3 , . . . , sN ] using an existing local search algorithm
from [15] is lower than the complexity of finding r and φ
separately. The performance is the same either way, and is
suboptimal.
In Fig. 3, the UEP policy and MIMO mode selection
versus packet index are shown for the Foreman sequence,
with α = 1 and β = 0.15. For the FEC coding, ratecompatible punctured convolutional (RCPC) coding is used.
Average channel SNR, PT /σn2 , is fixed at 8 dB, where PT is
the total transmit power. Then, for perfect channel estimation,
the first eight packets transmit the enhancement layer used
for MCP. Since this part of the enhancement layer can result
in error propagation if lost, additional protection is required.
When there is imperfect channel estimation, more diversity
gain and a lower channel code rate are required to protect the
enhancement layer used for MCP, where the first 12 packets
are involved. In particular, to reduce the loss probability for
the beginning of the bitstream, spatial diversity is applied for
the first two packets.
IV. Selection of Leaky and Partial
Prediction Parameters
In this section, we discuss the selection of leaky and partial
prediction parameters based on the available channel information at the transmitter. In [3] and [16], an analysis of error
propagation with leaky prediction was presented. According to
these analyses, at the encoder, the EL bitstream is generated by
BL
subtracting the BL residue, (FnBL − Fn−1
), and the high quality

Encoder
Fn
FnBL
EL
n
ˆ EL
n

Decoder
F̃n
FnBL
−
˜ EL
n

EL,β
n
EL,enc,β
F̂n
EL,β
Fn

EL,β
˜ n
EL,dec,β
F̃n
EL,β
F̃n

reference frame, F̂nEL,enc,β , from the original frame, Fn . That
is, the following residue is progressively encoded as an EL of
the current frame
BL
BL
EL,enc,β
EL
.
n = Fn − (Fn − Fn−1 ) − F̂n

Note that the progressively encoded EL can be truncated
anywhere. For example, in MPEG-4 FGS, the EL is encoded
using bit-plane coding, and less significant bits can be discarded, at the cost of lower quality. When transmitted, the
EL bitstream can be truncated due to a limitation of channel
bandwidth or transmit power. We denote the reconstructed EL
residue at the encoder using the transmitted EL bitstream as
ˆ EL
n . At the receiver, additional truncation can occur in the
˜ EL
EL bitstream caused by channel error. Then, ˆ EL
n and 
n ,
which represent the reconstructed EL residue at the decoder,
are the coarsely quantized versions of EL
n due to the truncation
of the original EL bitstream at the encoder and decoder. We
assume no mismatch for the BL at the encoder and decoder.
The reconstructed frame at the decoder, F̃n , is given by
=

F̃n

BL
BL
EL,dec,β
˜ EL
,
n + (Fn − Fn−1 ) + F̃n

where F̃nEL,dec,β is the high quality EL reference for frame n
at the decoder. That is
EL,β

BL
F̃nEL,dec,β = (1 − α)Fn−1
+ αF̃n−1 .

(7)

Hence
EL,β

BL
BL
F̃n = ˜ EL
n + α(F̃n−1 − Fn−1 ) + Fn

(8)

EL,β
F̃n−1

is the reconstructed (n−1)-st frame using the BL
where
and a partial EL specified by β, which is stored in the buffer
at the decoder. Therefore
EL,β
EL,β
EL,dec,β
BL
BL
F̃n−1 = ˜ n−1 + (Fn−1
− Fn−2
) + F̃n−1

(9)

EL,β
˜ n−1

represents the reconstructed partial EL residue at
where
the (n − 1)-st frame at the decoder. This may not be the same
EL,β
as the reconstructed partial EL residue at the encoder, n−1 ,
if the successfully received number of EL bits is less than
the amount of partial EL specified by β. Also, the partially
EL,β
reconstructed (n − 1)-st frame at the encoder, Fn−1 , is
EL,β

EL,β

EL,enc,β

BL
BL
Fn−1 = n−1 + (Fn−1
− Fn−2
) + F̂n−1

.

(10)

The error between the original frame at the encoder, Fn , and
the reconstructed frame at the decoder, F̃n , is
EL,enc,β
˜ EL
Fn − F̃n = EL
− F̃nEL,dec,β
n −
n + F̂n
EL,β

EL,β

˜ EL
= EL
n −
n + α(Fn−1 − F̃n−1 ).

(11)
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Fig. 4. Distortion corresponding to the reference mismatch, D , where
α = 1.0 and the amount of EL-MCP is 5120 bits.

Fig. 5. Rate-PSNR characteristics for MC-FGS video codec and for conventional FGS video codec, generated from the first 150 frames of Foreman.

EL,β

EL,β

EL,β

EL,β

EL,β

EL,β

Fn−1 − F̃n−1 = n−1 − ˜ n−1 + α(Fn−2 − F̃n−2 ).

(12)

Then, the distortion of the nth frame, Dn (R, α, β), is
Dn (R, α, β) = E[(Fn − F̃n )2 ]
EL,β
EL,β 2
˜ EL
= E[(EL
n −
n + α(Fn−1 − F̃n−1 )) ]
where R is an (n × 1) vector of the throughputs from the first
˜ EL
to the nth frames. If we assume (EL
n −
n ), which depends on
the channels corresponding to the nth frame, is independent
EL,β
EL,β
of (Fn−1 − F̃n−1 ) for rapidly varying channels, the above
expression becomes
2
˜ EL
Dn (R, α, β) = E[(EL
n −
n ) ]
EL,β

EL,β

˜ EL
+2αE[EL
n −
n ]E[Fn−1 − F̃n−1 ]
EL,β

EL,β

Fig. 7. Packet error rate (PER) for the BL with the lowest code rate and
spatial diversity, where fnd = 10−2 .

EL,β

Note that the difference between Fn−1 and F̃n−1 results in
reference mismatch while reconstructing the current frame.
EL,β
EL,β
From (9) and (10), (Fn−1 − F̃n−1 ) can be represented as
EL,β

Fig. 6. Rate-PSNR characteristics for MC-FGS video codec and for conventional FGS video codec, generated from the first 150 frames of Coast
guard.

+α2 E[(Fn−1 − F̃n−1 )2 ].

In [17], the residue between the original frame and the
reconstructed frame in the BL was well modelled as a zeromean generalized Gaussian random variable. And, in MCFGS, to eliminate the temporal redundancy, the previous
frame’s residue is subtracted from that of the current frame,
either partially or entirely. Since both residues are considered
as zero-mean generalized Gaussian random variables, the
difference between them, EL
n , can also be considered a zeromean generalized Gaussian random variable. Note that ˜ EL
n
is the quantized version of EL
n , and the distributions of both
variables are symmetric around zero. Therefore, the mean of
˜ EL
EL
n and 
n will be zero and (13) can be represented as
Dn (R, α, β)
EL,β
EL,β 2
2
2
˜ EL
= E[(EL
n −
n ) ] + α E[(Fn−1 − F̃n−1 ) ]
2
˜ EL
= E[(EL
n −
n ) ]
EL,β

EL,β

EL,β

EL,β

+α2 E[(α(Fn−2 − F̃n−2 ) + n−1 − ˜ n−1 )2 ].
(13)

(14)
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Fig. 8. Average PSNR performance versus β for the Foreman sequence. The leaky prediction parameter is fixed at 0.7 and 1.0, and both perfect and imperfect
channel estimation are considered. (a) α = 0.7, perfect channel estimation. (b) α = 0.7, imperfect channel estimation. (c) α = 1.0, perfect channel estimation.
(d) α = 1.0, imperfect channel estimation.

We define D (Rn−1 , β) as
D (Rn−1 , β) =

EL,β
E[(n−1

−

EL,β
˜ n−1 )2 ],

(15)

where Rn−1 is the number of successfully received bits for the
EL at the (n − 1)st frame and D (Rn−1 , β) becomes zero if
Rn−1 is larger than the amount of EL specified by β. With
(12) and (15)
2
˜ EL
Dn (R, α, β) = E[(EL
n −
n ) ]
EL,β

EL,β 2

− F̃1
+α2(n−1) E[(F1
n−2

+
α2i D (Rn−i , β)

) ]
(16)

i=1

where the second term results from the partial EL reference
mismatch at the first frame, and the last term represents the
accumulated distortion caused by the reconstructed EL reference mismatch from the subsequent frames. It follows from (2)
that large α and β provide better coding efficiency. However, in
(16), when α is chosen to be large, the error resilience becomes
EL,β
EL,β
worse,
since the accumulated distortion, E[(F1
− F̃1 )2 ]
n−2
and i=1 D (Rn−i , β) will not decay rapidly. By choosing a
large β, the probability that the second and third terms are
greater than zero will be increased. In Fig. 4, we present
the actual value of D for the 10th frame in the Foreman

video sequence when 5120 bits in the EL bitstream are used
for MCP. As seen, if the number of successfully received
bits is more than that, D becomes zero. However, as the
amount of the received EL reduces, D increases proportional
to the amount of reference mismatch. Therefore, to select
the prediction parameters, α and β, to appropriately trade off
coding efficiency and error resilience capability, the statistics
of Rn−i need to be considered.
In Figs. 5 and 6, we present the rate-PSNR characteristics
for the MC-FGS video codec with various leaky and partial
prediction parameters, and for the conventional FGS video
codec. As shown, as leaky prediction parameter, α, increases,
the quality of reconstructed video is significantly improved if
the video does not suffer from any error propagation. However,
if the number of received EL bits is less than the amount of
EL-MCP, then the use of a larger leaky parameter results in
poor error resilience. Therefore, it can be worse than either
conventional FGS video codec or MC-FGS video codec with
a small leaky prediction parameter.
In the following, we have two different strategies to select α
and β based on the available channel information. If accurate
instantaneous channel information is available at the transmitter to choose β based on the expected number of successfully
received EL bits to avoid reference mismatch, then α can be
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Fig. 9. Average PSNR performance versus β for the Foreman and Akiyo sequences where PT /σn2 represents the ratio of the total transmit power and noise
variance. The solid line represents the average PSNR without using MC-FGS. Imperfect channel estimation is considered. (a) PT /σn2 = 0 dB. (b) PT /σn2 = 4 dB.
(c) PT /σn2 = 8 dB. (d) PT /σn2 = 12 dB.

chosen to be unity, since the probability of error propagation
will be reduced. However, in a high Doppler environment,
where instantaneous channel information may not be available,
the average channel information will be used to decide the
parameters, where these parameters will be maintained for
multiple frames.
A. Selection of Fixed α and β—Fast Fading Channel
In a high Doppler environment, it is hard to get instantaneous channel information at the transmitter. Instead, we
use the average channel SNR to select the prediction parameters, as introduced previously to decide UEP. Due to
the lack of an analytical approach for the leaky and partial
prediction schemes, we find the prediction parameters based
on simulation. For the simulation, we use MC-FGS video,
which is implemented with an H.264 TML-9 codec for the
base layer and an MPEG-4 FGS codec for the EL. Both
partial and leaky prediction schemes are incorporated in the
enhancement layer MCP loop. The first 150 frames of the
video sequence, consisting of a single intra-frame (I-frame)
and 149 predicted frames (P-frames), are encoded. Before
transmitting the bitstream through the MIMO wireless channel, the bitstream is packetized and channel-encoded by rate

compatible punctured convolutional (RCPC) codes. In this
paper, we assume the lowest RCPC code rate and spatial
diversity are used for the delivery of the BL to achieve the
highest reliability. In the Fig. 7, the PER for the BL is
plotted with a normalized Doppler frequency of 10−2 . For
the EL bitstream, its UEP policy and leaky/partial prediction
parameters are jointly selected. We fix the size of a packet
at 256 BPSK symbols, and each frame is encoded using 20
packets. A 4×4 MIMO antenna configuration is considered,
and a minimum mean square error (MMSE) detection scheme
is used for all the MIMO modes. We consider Jakes’ model
with a normalized Doppler frequency of 10−2 , which is smaller
than the transmission time for a frame for the Rayleigh fading
channel.
In Fig. 8, the average PSNR versus various partial prediction
parameters is shown when the leaky prediction parameter is
fixed at 0.7 and 1.0, under both perfect and imperfect channel
estimation. Given the average channel SNR, the optimal selection of the partial prediction parameter, β, is highlighted by the
square (ⵧ). For all scenarios, it is seen that a larger β can be
chosen as the average received SNR increases. This is because
a higher channel SNR can enhance the number of successfully
received bits, Rj , for the frame and allow the use of larger
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Fig. 10. Average PSNR performance versus α for Foreman. The partial prediction parameter is fixed at 0.15 and 0.35, and imperfect channel estimation is
considered. (a) β = 0.15. (b) β = 0.35.

Fig. 11. Contour plot of the PSNR performance for different (β, α) with
the average channel SNR of 0 dB, where the normalized Doppler frequency
fnd = 10−2 .

Fig. 12. Contour plot of the PSNR performance for different (β, α) with
the average channel SNR of 8 dB, where the normalized Doppler frequency
fnd = 10−2 .

β without increasing D (Rj , β). If we compare Fig. 8(a) with
Fig. 8(b), it can be observed that imperfect channel estimation
results in decreasing partial prediction parameters. However,
the choice of β is not sensitive, since the propagated error can
be forced to decay by choosing α < 1. In contrast, in Fig. 8(c)
and (d) with α set to 1, the performance is more sensitive to
the choice of β. Because the propagated error is not being

Fig. 13. Contour plot of the PSNR performance for different (β, α) with
the average channel SNR of 16 dB, where the normalized Doppler frequency
fnd = 10−2 .

forced to decay, a small value of β is preferred, compared to
the case of α = 0.7. If we choose a larger β than the optimal
one, the corresponding performance is significantly degraded
due to the lack of error resilience capability.
In Fig. 9, the average PSNR performance of the MCFGS video with partial and leaky prediction is compared to
that of a conventional FGS video under imperfect channel
estimation for Foreman and Akiyo video sequences. As a point
of comparison, we also implement conventional FGS video
coding without partial and leaky prediction by setting α to
0. At low SNR, the MC-FGS video coding does not provide
significant gain over conventional FGS video coding, since it
suffers from error propagation even though a small value of β
is chosen. However, by choosing a small α, performance can
be enhanced by reducing the propagated error. As the channel
SNR increases, MC-FGS outperforms conventional FGS, even
if a large value of β is used.
In Fig. 10, the average PSNR versus various leaky prediction
parameters is shown when the partial prediction parameter is
fixed at a specific value. As can be seen, as a larger value of β
is chosen, a relatively smaller value of α needs to be selected.
For example, at 8 dB of average channel SNR, if β is 0.15,
then the best performance is achieved when α is chosen to be
unity. In contrast, for the same conditions, if β is 0.35, then α
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Fig. 14. Comparison of average PSNR for the conventional FGS and
MC-FGS video coding with fixed α and β under imperfect channel estimation,
where the normalized Doppler frequency fnd = 10−2 .

Fig. 15. Comparison of average PSNR for the MIMO mode selection and
single MIMO mode with fixed α and β under imperfect channel estimation,
where the normalized Doppler frequency fnd = 10−2 .

is required to be less than unity because 8 dB of channel SNR
is not enough to reliably deliver the amount of EL designated
by β of 0.35. In addition, higher channel SNR allows the use
of a higher α, and achieves a better compression efficiency,
since the EL can be delivered more reliably.
In Fig. 11, we show a contour plot of constant PSNR
performance when choosing α and β jointly when the average
channel SNR is fixed at 0 dB. Each contour represents a
constant PSNR achieved by different combinations of α and β.
Note that we indicated the optimal pair of parameters with the
symbol (*). In Figs. 12 and 13, the same contour plots with 8
and 16 dB of average channel SNR are presented. Compared
to the previous figure, the optimal values of both α and β
are increased. In particular, the figures show that β is closely
related to the average channel SNR.
In Fig. 14, the PSNR performance of conventional FGS
video coding is compared with that of MC-FGS video coding
using the leaky and partial predictions. For both systems, UEP
and MIMO mode selection are applied. In the conventional
FGS video coding, the FGS EL is excluded in MCP, so
error propagation due to the corruption of the EL is entirely
prohibited. Instead, it can suffer from poor compression efficiency. Our simulation results show that the leaky and partial

Fig. 16. Maximum number of packets required for 32 dB of PSNR when
Foreman is transmitted over the channel whose normalized Doppler frequency
fnd = 10−2 .

Fig. 17. Distribution of the throughput and corresponding instantaneous
received channel SNR per bitstream from the investigation of transmission
of 2500 frames in 4×4 MIMO system. PT /σn2 = 0 dB and ZF detection is
used and fnd = 10−5 .

predictions can result in a significant gain over a conventional
FGS over a wide range of channel SNR in fast fading channels
by controlling the tradeoff between compression efficiency and
error resilience. In Fig. 15, the PSNR performances for MCFGS video coding with and without MIMO mode selection are
presented. Note that, at low SNR, the selected MIMO mode for
all packets is spatial diversity. Therefore, the performance of
MIMO mode selection is equivalent to that of spatial diversity
only. For the same reason, at high SNR, the performance
of MIMO mode selection is the same as that of spatial
multiplexing. However, in the intermediate region, different
MIMO modes can be assigned based on the packet’s priority,
as seen in Fig. 3, and MIMO mode selection provides better
performance than any single choice of MIMO mode.
Fig. 16 shows the bandwidth reduction achieved by using
the joint selection of leaky/partial prediction parameters as
well as FEC coding rate/MIMO mode selection, compared
to the only the selection of the channel parameter with
conventional video codec. In this plot, we assume 256 BPSK
symbols per packet and 4 × 4 MIMO channels. As shown, to
achieve 32 dB PSNR for the Foreman sequence, for the entire
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Fig. 18. PT /σn2 = 0 dB. Video simulation using the Akiyo sequence. (a) Instantaneous channel received SNR. (b) Actual throughput and selected β. (c) PSNR
profiles.

range of SNR, joint selection of source and channel parameters
requires at most half as many packets compared to the case
of optimizing only over the channel parameters.
B. Adaptive Selection of β—Slow Fading Channel
Previously, we saw that β is closely related to the average
channel SNR or, equivalently, the number of successfully
received bits. That is, if the number of successfully received
EL bits is less than the amount of the EL specified by β, then
reference mismatch between encoder and decoder can result.
Therefore, if the transmitter can estimate the instantaneous
throughput for the frame which is encoded currently, then
it can be used to choose a value of β to avoid reference
mismatch. In this section, by utilizing channel feedback from
the decoder, we propose adaptive selection of β. To do that,
we assume a slowly varying channel, where the channel is
highly correlated over multiple frames.

Before the encoding of the nth frame, it is assumed that
the instantaneous channel information corresponding to the
transmission of frame (n − 1) is available at the encoder.
Then, based on this instantaneous channel information, we
decide the appropriate β. At this point, we are not assuming
adaptive UEP based on the instantaneous channel information
in order to avoid high computational complexity to find
the UEP policy frame-by-frame. That is, the UEP is only
dependent on the average channel SNR and is kept fixed for
some predetermined number of frames (in our simulation,
150 frames). Then, the transmitter finds the distribution of the
throughput, T , when the instantaneous channel information,
especially the instantaneous received SNR per bitstream, is
given, where the instantaneous received SNR per bitstream
is defined as the SNR at the receiver after signal combining,
and is presented in [14] and [18]. This will be possible by
assuming that the transmitter knows the throughput profiles
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Fig. 19. Maximum number of packets required for 32 dB of PSNR when
Foreman is transmitted over the channel whose normalized Doppler frequency
fnd = 10−5 .

over the previous frames and corresponding instantaneous
channel SNRs as shown in Fig. 17.
To compute the instantaneous received SNR per bitstream,
we follow the expressions in [14] and [18], where the computation is different for each of the different MIMO modes.
Due to the important role of the first packet in the progressive
encoded EL, we compute the instantaneous received channel
SNR per bitstream for the MIMO mode of the first packet.
We denote the probability
mass function of the throughput
by PT (T ), where 0 ≤ T ≤ N
j=1 rj Mj . Then we consider how
to choose β from this information. Denote the average PSNR
from frame n to (N +n−1) by PSNRn (β, T ), where the vectors
β = [βn , βn+1 , · · · , βN+n−1 ]T and T = [Tn , Tn+1 , · · · , TN+n−1 ]T
represent the partial prediction parameter β and the throughput
for N frames. We assume PSNRn (β, T ) is available at the
encoder. We choose β to maximize the expected PSNRn when
the instantaneous received channel SNR per bitstream is given.
If βn can be chosen from the set of {β1 , β2 , · · · , βK }, then for
each possible value of βn , the expected PSNRn is computed as
follows using the probability mass function of the throughput
E[PSNRn ([βn = βi , βn+1 , · · · , βN+n−1 ], T )]
rj M j

PT (Tn = t)
=
t=0

·PSNRn ([βn = βi , βn+1 , · · · , βN+n−1 ],
·[Tn = t, Tn+1 , · · · , TN+n−1 ])

(17)

where all elements in the vectors β and T except βn and Tn are
fixed at the specific value not to result in reference mismatch
in the subsequent N − 1 frames. That is
E[PSNRn ([βn , βn+1 , · · · , βN+n−1 ], T )]
= E[PSNRn (βn , Tn )].

Fig. 20.

Performance comparison of different strategies to select β.

in Fig. 18(a) with fnd = 10−5 , which makes the channel correlated over a time period of three frames. As can be seen, when
β is selected adaptively, the possibility of reference mismatch
is reduced. Note that α is fixed at unity for the case of adaptive
selection of β due to the lack of reference mismatch, and less
than unity to compensate for the propagated error when β is
fixed. Their performances are compared in Fig. 18(c), where
PSNR profiles for all strategies are presented.
Fig. 19 shows the reduction in the number of packets
required to achieve 32 dB PSNR by using the adaptive selection of the partial prediction parameter per frame compared
to using a fixed partial prediction parameter for the 150
frames. As shown here, over the entire range of SNR, adaptive
selection of the partial prediction parameter yields a significant
reduction in the number of packets required to achieve a
specific video quality.
In Fig. 20, a performance comparison of different selection
strategies for β is presented for Akiyo. To choose β for
the current frame, we assume that the instantaneous channel
information when the previous frame was transmitted is known
at the transmitter before the encoding of the current frame.
In the figure, the case of no reference mismatch represents
the ideal case where the encoder knows the instantaneous
throughput for every frame. By choosing β equal to the
instantaneous throughput, reference mismatch never happens.
In contrast, fixing β represents the case where both α and β
are jointly selected for the whole video using average instead
of instantaneous channel information. As can be seen, when β
is fixed, the PSNR loss is more than 3 dB compared to the no
reference mismatch case, especially in the low SNR region.
However, based on the simulation, the adaptive approach
to select β frame-by-frame showed less than 0.5 dB PSNR
reduction compared to the no reference mismatch case. Note
that we fixed α = 1 when β is selected adaptively, since the
probability of reference mismatch is reduced significantly.
V. Conclusion

Then, βn is chosen to satisfy the following:
max

βn ∈{β1 ,β2 ,··· ,βK }

E[PSNRn (βn , Tn )].

(18)

An example of adaptive choice of β is presented in
Fig. 18(b) when the instantaneous channel is given as shown

In this paper, we studied the transmission of an MC-FGS
video bitstream over a MIMO wireless channel under the
condition of imperfect channel estimation. We proposed a
UEP policy consisting of FEC and MIMO mode selection per
packet for the enhancement layer of MC-FGS by exploiting
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the fundamental tradeoff between multiplexing and diversity.
To compensate for reference mismatch and the resulting error
propagation, leaky and partial prediction schemes are applied
in the MCP loop. Then we investigated the average PSNR
performance with various choices of the leaky and partial
prediction parameters for rapidly varying channels. Simulation
results show that the joint control of prediction parameters
and UEP can enhance the system performance significantly. In
addition, we investigated the adaptive selection of the partial
prediction parameter in a slow fading channel. If instantaneous
channel information is available at the transmitter, the partial
prediction parameter can be chosen based on the throughput
which is estimated using the instantaneous channel information. Simulation results show that the adaptive selection of
the partial prediction parameter is useful if the channel is
varying slowly to allow the transmitter to obtain instantaneous
channel information. Therefore, for the selection of prediction
parameters, channel information, such as the channel SNR and
the coherence time, needs to be considered.
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